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An Invitation Out

Characters:

Wridget - male, mid 20s; popular designer of custom avatars

ButtercupEGL - female, late 20s; Wridget’s older sister

Scandalicious7 - female, 60s, but her avatar is 19; Wridget’s 
aunt

XLucidenialX - male? mid 20s; gender-fluid hacker and  A.I 
programmer; Wridget’s best friend

FlyByNightSOA - male, 30s; ButtercupEGL’s husband

Flutterbye99 - female, 20’s; popular blogger and socialite

Raskin - female, mid 30s; an Outdweller, friend of 
ButtercupEGL

ReverendVariety.org - male, 50s; theological technology 
expert

The Maid - female, 20’s; a computer program

The Butler - male, a computer program; played by the actor 
playing XLucidenialX

A note on pronunciation: 

Names should be pronounced the way you would read an e-mail 
address or IM handle - name, then letters separately. For 
instance, X. Lucidenial. X. Or Buttercup E.G.L. It is 
considered formal etiquette to say a name with all its 
letters or numbers. The more familiarly acquainted characters 
are, the more they leave these off, as a sign of affection.

Setting: A Neo-Victorian virtual reality chat room in the 
somewhat distant future.



Blank space. In the midst of it, 
WRIDGET, dressed in a high tech dream 
of Victorian finery, stands next to a 
woman in a futuristic twist on the 
traditional MAID uniform. 

MAID
Save avatar as complete?

Wridget looks her over.

WRIDGET
Hmm. A few more freckles just ... (brushes a finger across 
her cheeks) there. As you were.

MAID
Physical manifestation achieved. 

The Maid is distracted by something 
Wridget can’t see.

MAID
Unauthorized user detected in chat room. Unauthorized user -

WRIDGET
But I’ve hardly built it yet. (sighs) XLucidenialx, is that 
you?

XLucidenialX is a rather fey young 
gentleman with lavender hair and 
fingernails, which go nicely with his 
neo-Victorian ensemble. He appears from 
nowhere in particular.

XLUCIDENIALX
Wridget, my lad, hope you don’t mind my popping in like this. 
The Nets are absolutely clogged with boredom.

WRIDGET
Do you mean clogged as in “blocked”, or just wearing very 
tedious wooden shoes?

XLUCIDENIALX
Take your pick. I can’t be expected to do all the work for 
you.

WRIDGET
You could at least let me finish programming the room before 
hacking into it. You’re so presumptuous on days when you’re a 
man.

XLUCIDENIALX
I am always presumptuous. When I’m a woman, I just feel the 
need to hide it better.

XLucidenialX notices the Maid with a 
gasp of pleasure.

XLUCIDENIALX
Your latest design, isn’t she?
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Wridget nods.

XLUCIDENIALX
It’s ... lovely without quite being beautiful. Very nice 
touch. And the work you do with freckles! You will pass her 
on to me when you’re done, won’t you? I’d cut quite the 
dashing figure in an avatar like this. It may even make its 
way into my permanent rotation.

WRIDGET
You do so love variety. It almost makes one wonder ...

XLUCIDENIALX
Of course it does. I’ve calibrated myself for just that 
effect. Nothing makes a person so vain as thinking they truly 
know someone. Keep people guessing and you keep them humble.

WRIDGET
I didn’t realize humility was a virtue you had interest in.

XLUCIDENIALX
Virtues are much like loans - you often need them from other 
people, but there’s no point in requesting one from yourself.

MAID
Personality requirements?

WRIDGET
Install Martha 3.0 Protocol.

XLUCIDENIALX
You can’t be serious?!

MAID
Protocol installation completed. (Sudden cockney accent from 
here on) What else do you fancy, guv’nor?

WRIDGET
Room externalization, please.

XLUCIDENIALX
You’re  going to saddle this marvellous custom avatar with an 
over-the-counter personality?!

MAID
What size, sir?

WRIDGET
Accommodations for eight. We don’t want to overwhelm the poor 
dear.

Walls appear out of the blankness.

WRIDGET
And I like the Martha 3.0. It’s ... comforting.

XLUCIDENIALX
So are sweat pants and grandparents, but you don’t trot 
either of them out in public! 
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MAID
Any style in particular, sir?

WRIDGET
Nouveau Victorian, please.

The walls flip around to reveal 
elaborate wallpaper, draperies and 
gilded trim.

WRIDGET
With the properly excessive amount of French doors.

Several large French doors join 
together with the walls.

MAID
And what sort of view you fancy seeing through ‘em?

WRIDGET
Oh - flying through the Andes.

The majestic Andes mountains soar by 
lazily behind the windows.

XLUCIDENIALX
If you were so hard up for decent A.I., you could have said 
so.

WRIDGET
I wanted something simple, which isn’t exactly your forte. 
(to the Maid) Download a list of hors d’oeurves apps for my 
perusal, please.

XLUCIDENIALX
It’s still shoddy programming, Wridget. Your sister deserves 
better for her first time back in. How long has it been now?

WRIDGET
Over a year, I think.

XLUCIDENIALX
A year off-line. It’s unthinkable!

WRIDGET
She claims it’s been quite relaxing.

XLUCIDENIALX
Relaxing? Being cut off from any sort of life that matters 
with nothing but larvae to keep her company?

WRIDGET
It’s called a baby, I believe.

XLUCIDENIALX
‘Baby’, ‘infant’, ‘miracle of life’ - whatever you call it, 
it’s still people larvae.

WRIDGET
You’ve given yourself away there. You’re clearly a man. Admit 
it.
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XLUCIDENIALX
Because I don’t happen to like babies? It’s just that 
tendency toward generalization that keeps you content with 
Martha 3.0. You create this dazzling form, then stuff it full 
of standard cockney stereotypes? I see a surly, slightly 
homesick Norwegian named Astrid whose exterior gruffness 
rises from a life lived at the margins, which has not 
completely suppressed a genuine empathy with those who 
suffer. What say we keep it interesting and make her a 
kleptomaniac?

WRIDGET
Leave her alone, please. I’ll see those apps now, Martha.

The Maid produces a fancy-looking menu 
from out of nowhere, and hands it to 
Wridget.

WRIDGET
When was the last time you took off your VR suit, Luci? The 
last time you stepped out of your compartment, and took a 
good, sharp breath of reality?

XLUCIDENIALX
I don’t deal with reality, Wridget. I leave that to the 
people with no imagination.

WRIDGET
I’ve unplugged several times this year - to visit Buttercup 
and the baby - and each time, my mind was positively crammed 
with ideas!

XLUCIDENIALX
That’s just what I object to. Ideas should be taken one at a 
time. Otherwise, they all run together and congeal into 
something horrid, like philosophy.

WRIDGET
No, there’s a weight to things out there that you don’t feel 
online, no matter how good the technology gets. Buttercup was 
quite right to insist on experiencing it. And I am beginning 
to wonder why so few people do nowadays.(To the Maid) 
Download the garlic shrimp croquette, stuffed mushrooms, the 
mini mignons in red wine sauce, and Nipples of Venus for 
dessert.

He hands the menu to the Maid, who 
exits. XLucidenialx draws a list from 
out of his jacket.

XLUCIDENIALX
Which brings us to why you invited one Scandalicious7.

WRIDGET
You hacked my guest list too?

XLUCIDENIALX
It’s my highest form of compliment.

WRIDGET
Surely you don’t object to me inviting my old dowager aunt?
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XLUCIDENIALX
It was my understanding that she disapproved of your sister’s 
lifestyle, so -

WRIDGET
Aunt Scandalicious7 never approves of anything - what do you 
think old dowager aunts are for? It’s quite the handy system, 
really. She disapproves and feels superior, we defy her and 
feel independent, and everyone ends up entirely satisfied.

XLUCIDENIALX
You haven’t answered the question.

WRIDGET
What makes you so certain that there’s anything to tell?

XLUCIDENIALX
Your demeanor, your tone, how your hairstyle points slightly 
upwards in a gesture of cautious optimism - You’re preparing 
for something but I can’t quite figure out what, and it’s 
infuriating, so come out with it at once.

Beat.

WRIDGET
You’re right, XLucidenialX. It does feel wonderful to keep 
people guessing.

The Maid enters again.

MAID
Scandalicious7 requests entrance to the room, sir.

WRIDGET
Ah, there’s the old battle ax now. (To the Maid) Show her in, 
please.

The Maid opens the door to reveal 
SCANDALICIOUS7, an absolutely stunning 
girl who looks to be in her late teens. 
She strikes a grand pose in the 
doorway, wearing an ornate dress that’s 
just a tad too revealing.

MAID
Scandalicious7 has entered the room.

XLUCIDENIALX
Well, 20 years of her has. Where’s the other two thirds?

SCANDALICIOUS7
It’s 19 and a half, not 20. If you’re going to be insulting, 
at least be accurate about it.

WRIDGET
Really Aunt Scandy, that’s young, even for you -

SCANDALICIOUS7
I was perfectly content to settle at 27, before people began 
to comment on how respectable it was. As for your appearance, 
nephew, I am more disappointed than usual. 
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A man of your talents, in an avatar the exact age you 
actually are - I’ve never seen such a vulgar lack of ambition 
in all my life.

WRIDGET
I suppose I find other people more interesting. And with that 
in mind, Aunt Scandalicious7, I have something very important 
to tell you.

XLUCIDENIALX
I knew it - I knew that’s why you invited her. But now at 
least, the suspense will be over.

WRIDGET
Martha, initiate private chat.

XLUCIDENIALX
Oh, that’s just unfair -

MAID
Private chat initiated.

Lights focus on Wridget and 
Scandalicious7. XLucidenialX continues 
to protest, but no sound comes out. 
Eventually, he gives up and focuses his 
attention on the Maid, whispering 
something in her ear which causes her 
to twitch robotically, then exit. 

WRIDGET
You’ll pardon my jumping at the opportunity before the other 
guests arrive, but I’d rather expected you to be fashionably 
late.

SCANDALICIOUS7
Oh, lateness hasn’t been fashionable in ages, possibly even 
weeks. Really, you should pay more attention to things.

WRIDGET
Lately, my attention has been on one person in particular - 
Flutterbye99.

SCANDALICIOUS7
So has mine.

WRIDGET
What?

SCANDALICIOUS7
She’s the first one to arrive anywhere worth arriving at. 
It’s been my secret ambition this season to arrive at a party 
before her, and tonight I’ve finally succeeded.

WRIDGET
It’s her that I wanted to speak to you about. I’m going to 
ask for her hand in marriage tonight.

SCANDALICIOUS7
You’ll do nothing of the kind! This family has already 
endured the shame and ridicule of one traditional marriage. I 
shall not stand for another!
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WRIDGET
I’m afraid I’m quite decided on the matter.

SCANDALICIOUS7
You’re far too young to be decided on anything! Decision 
making requires a steady narrowing of options that only age 
and insurance companies can provide. 

WRIDGET
Be that as it may, I remain quite firm.

SCANDALICIOUS7
Marriage will take care of that quickly enough. Oh, I know 
the siren call of love and commitment all too well, but I 
always remembered that I had duties and obligations! Your 
avatars must be seen as cutting edge to retain value. You 
know that. Even now, there are men and women all over the 
Nets who are relying on you to behave like a proper gentleman 
and shack up with the dear girl.

WRIDGET
It’s no longer enough, Auntie. I’m tired of staring into a 
woman’s designer eyes reflecting the designer moonlight. At 
the end of the day, I’d like to know that the woman I love is 
an actual woman and not some clever bit of programming!

XLUCIDENIALX
Come now, the term ‘actual woman’ is just so limiting!

WRIDGET
Luci, this was a private chat!

XLUCIDENIALX
That’s right, and you should be ashamed of yourself!

WRIDGET
Me?

XLUCIDENIALX
When I go to the trouble of hacking a conversation, I expect 
to hear something worth the effort! But you’re in love with 
Flutterbye99? Everyone and their developer knows that!

WRIDGET
I didn’t realize it was common knowledge.

XLUCIDENIALX
This is what happens when you make googly eyes at the most 
popular blogger on the Nets. There’s little doubt that she’ll 
notice, and no doubt whatsoever that she’s going to publish.

SCANDALICIOUS7
Which is why you must put a stop to this at once! If your 
poor mother had lived to see both her children follow in her 
ruinous footsteps -

WRIDGET
My mother believed in something that few people did, even in 
her day, and I’m beginning to see why it was so important to 
her. Did either of you go out to see ButtercupEGL since the 
baby was born?
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SCANDALICIOUS7
Go out?! Good heavens, what a notion!

WRIDGET
Then you’ve not had the chance to hold her. Oh, it was ... 
quite something! I held her very close, so that she rested 
against my chest a bit, and all of a sudden, I could feel her 
tiny heart beating along with mine. When I plugged back in 
from that visit, I missed it terribly. It suddenly felt as 
though there were no beat to my life. No driving rhythm 
behind it all.

SCANDALICIOUS7
Then ask the girl to be your marching band drummer. But a 
wife is entirely out of the question!

WRIDGET
I need something and someone in my life more important than 
myself! And that someone is going to be Flutterbye99, whether 
she is a talented percussionist or not!

The Maid enters, her demeanor 
significantly changed.

MAID
(sudden Norwegian accent)

FlyByNiteSOA requests entrance to room.

SCANDALICIOUS7
(with disgust)

Wonderful. The husband. (To Wridget, regarding the Maid) 
Lovely accent, by the way. Is that Norwegian?

Wridget looks at XLucidenialX, 
accusative.

WRIDGET
That would be my first guess. (To the Maid) Show him in, 
Martha.

MAID
My name is Astrid.

WRIDGET
Of course it is.

SCANDALICIOUS7
Ghastly manners, the husband, and can’t surf to save his 
life. Any more than three sites at once, and he starts 
getting distracted in the middle of sentences -

XLUCIDENIALX
Be grateful - Not finishing them is the only thing that keeps 
his sentences interesting.

WRIDGET
(to the Maid)

You may show him in now.

MAID
Please.
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WRIDGET
I beg your pardon?

MAID
You say “show him in now please”.

Wridget shoots XLucidenialX a dirty 
look.

WRIDGET
Duly noted. Now, please show him in, Astrid.

The Maid opens the door, letting in 
FlyByNiteSOA, big, genial, athletic, 
and not particularly stylish.

MAID
FlyByNiteSOA has entered room.

FLYBYNITESOA
Brother Wridget! How are you, you classy old scoundrel? 
Seeing anyone? No? Still living the life of the free and 
clear, eh? Ha ha! Good man! Your sister, bless her pure 
little heart, she worries herself to death about you being 
all alone, but we know better, don’t we? Ha ha! You sly fox! 
(Slaps Wridget on the back too hard) You should come by the 
flight school sometime, and I’ll give you some pointers. 
There’s nothing the ladies love more than a handsome gent 
swooping them up and into the stars, believe you me! And 
goodness me, Auntie, don’t you look positively -

XLUCIDENIALX
Illegal?

FLYBYNITESOA
Smashing! Just smashing! (To XLucidenialX) And you are?

XLUCIDENIALX
XLucidenialX. We’ve met. Numerous times.

FLYBYNITESOA
Xlucideni - ah, that’s right. You were a lady last time I saw 
you, yes? The African one with the ample -

XLUCIDENIALX
Topics of conversation? Yes, that does sound like me.

FLYBYNITESOA
I hope you won’t be offended if I’m not quite so friendly 
this time around? Ha ha! A joke, a joke! We’ll all get along 
famously, I’m sure.

MAID
(sternly)

I take your coat. Now.

FLYBYNITESOA
Yes. Right. (to Wridget) I’m surprised she knows the routine! 
(Slides his coat off, shows it to the others) An “overcoat”, 
it’s called. People Outside wear them in winter to stay warm 
between destinations. No use to them in here, of course. 
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But I like the reminder of where I came from, and where I’m 
going. (to the Maid) There you are, love.

The Maid takes his coat, then, when no 
one is looking, goes through the 
pockets, finds a silver cigarette case, 
makes sure she’s not being watched, 
then deftly slips it into her apron 
pocket, and exits.

WRIDGET
Well, while you’re here, please make yourselves comfortable. 
I’ll have the hors d’oeuvres brought out in just a moment.

Everyone saunters away from the door, 
settling into the room.

XLUCIDENIALX
Any idea when we should expect the guest of honor?

FLYBYNITESOA
Oh, she’s putting the little tyke to bed, then plugging in 
directly, she and Raskin.

WRIDGET
Raskin? I don’t believe I’m acquainted with -

FLYBYNITESOA
Of course you wouldn’t be. She’s an Outdweller. Showed us the 
ropes of life among the unplugged! Nice girl. A bit odd, but 
then you’d have to be to abstain from all of this by choice, 
wouldn’t you?

SCANDALICIOUS7
She can’t bring an Outdweller here! Such mundane persons 
cause the worst sort of scandal - one without juicy 
entertaining parts.

WRIDGET
This is ButtercupEGL’s party, Aunt Scandalicious7. I said she 
could bring whomever she liked, and I’m glad she took me at 
my word.

FLYBYNITESOA
And who knows, Auntie? If you keep your mind open, this 
evening may prove to be quite an education.

XLUCIDENIALX
I doubt it. This evening isn’t nearly expensive enough.

SCANDALICIOUS7
Or as discriminatory.

WRIDGET
And thank goodness. I’ve found that anyone my sister likes 
tends to be a person worth knowing. I look forward to meeting 
this Raskin very much. (To XLucidenialX) As for not being 
expensive enough, you haven’t seen the hors d’oeuvres yet.
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